Please Welcome the Visiting Teacher YU‐55

Is this what fear looks like to you?
The magic of fear is to show us what we are overlooking. The Dark Force uses fear to turn us away from opportunities
to grow into our hearts. Love recognizes fear and through compassion gains an understanding for what is being
neglected.
I point this out to you to help you understand what is happening. The Visiting Teachers, Comet Elenin and Asteroid YU‐
55, are being trivialized by the Dark Force. The Dark Force creates a fearful image of their visits. Really, they’ve been
sent by Source to open new synapses in our minds, readying us for the leap in awareness and compassion which is the
evolutionary edge of the shift.
It is our nature to be very open to prophecies of doom. For some reason, it is easier to believe in doom than in
paradise. When you believe in doom, you feel grown up, accountable, smart. The tone of voice you use when you
speak the message of doom is the one your sternest teacher used, the one your father used when warning you not to
get into trouble. What were they saying then? They were saying “reign in your joyful exuberance, because life is hard
and bad things happen.” And the more we believe that, the more these things happen. So now you want to be one who
says these things? So grown up. So knowledgeable.
When you believe in paradise, people tend to want to judge you as dreamy, stupid or even – gasp!, idealogical. Yet
what does Abraham teach? Like draws unto itself that which is like to itself.
The Visiting Teachers are pointing out to us how important it is to have fun with the cosmic ones – they are reminding us
that each moment is an opportunity to live in joy or in fear. Like unto like.
The beings in the Source region have sent the visiting teachers Elenin and YU‐55 to help activate connections in the brain
covered in patriarchal scar tissue. But it will take a great deal of heart energy to overcome the way the Dark Force is
using them.
The Dark Force speaks through many channels. Fox News is of course its most vociferous stream but it finds its way
insidiously even into the Beings of Light who are attempting to bring about Unitive Consciousness. This is what is
happening now with the Visiting Teachers.
The Dark Force wants you to believe at all times that doom is imminent. So that you stay in fear and can be a victim of
external circumstances. Even more, it loves skepticism and resignation. So it is that the opportunities of the Teacher’s
visits are lost in fear which, each time a prophesied doom does not occur, becomes skepticism and deafness to teachings
of truth. The ones proclaiming doom the loudest are the ones most helpful to the purposes of the Dark Force.
Please do not be afraid. Rather, tune in to what is really happening. These teachers are here to open synapses in your
mind which will increase your ability to vibrate compassion, love and acceptance. Their visits are significant
opportunities to open your heart.
The most revolutionary, subversive, evolutionary thing you can do is to be happy and hopeful. Above all, the Dark Force
fears Joy. Joy cannot be controlled by fear.
You know, within your heart, that the Creator is benevolent and actually funny. Fear gets such strident press so we can
remember how to laugh!
I invite you to give a Joyous Welcome to the Visiting Teacher YU‐55, and to be open to the opportunity it offers. Follow
the path of Joy and be not tempted to follow fear. We are not under seige ‐ we're in the middle of a joke! Did you hear
the one about all the woo‐woos who freaked out about YU‐55?
I invite you to fondly recall Elenin’s visit, and to see it now as teaching the magical truth that source loves you, and
wants you to love yourself – even if you are susceptible to Fear!!!!
When YU‐55 leaves, so many of the Dark Forces minions will be pointing to it as a negation of your open heart, your
willingness to believe. Do you now the magic thing. Welcome it with Joy. It will not harm you to believe in paradise ‐ a
paradise in which Cosmic Teachers zoom around showing us who has not truly surrendered to Love.
Source is sending these teachers to help you overcome doubt, skepticism, and fear. Dr. Wayne Dyer said it best –
“Believing is seeing.” The Visiting Teachers are giving us a new perspective on that lesson, refining our ability to Believe
in paradise by tempting us to Know fear.
With Love,
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